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Lamoine 150! - The Perfect Town Party
(Lamoine) - It took an extra year of
planning, some amateur meteorology, and
monitoring of the health situation, but
Lamoine’s 150th birthday celebration went
off without a hitch in mid-August. Those
who took part seemed unanimous that the
events were just right for our little town,
founded in 1870 by an act of the Maine
Legislature and signed by then governor
Joshua Chamberlain.
The celebration actually started in

19 started making crowds impractical
again. The biggest issue: the weather.
Co-chairs Cynthia Donaldson and Jo
Cooper consulted with town staff early
that morning and determined it would be
dry for the parade, and that went off
without a hitch, running from Shore Road
to the Lamoine School. The Lamoine
Volunteer Fire Department and Hancock
County Sheriff’s Office blocked traffic
briefly while the parade participants
traversed the route. The crowd
that lined the road showed
appreciation,
and
Cooper’s
children Eric and Lily recorded
the event on video which is
available through the town’s web
page.
The afternoon saw
kayakers hit Marlboro Beach for
a tour around Raccoon Cove, and
several took advantage of the
outing.
After a break, it was
setup time for the early evening
and night activities at the school,

the fall of 2019 with a road race, and
several other minor events to lead up to
2020, the actual 150th anniversary. There
was even a large gathering in the school
gym with a birthday cake, and Governor
Chamberlain (who looked remarkably like
Lamoine 150! Committee member Gordon
Donaldson) made an appearance too!.
Then COVID 19 hit—halting everything
that was planned for August of 2020.
Between March 2020 and August 2021, the
Lamoine 150! Committee worked hard to
line up a great weekend of celebratory
activity. The big day was August 14th, a
little bit before the Delta variant of COVID

and that’s when a fast moving
thunderstorm hit. It briefly delayed the
setup for the Fletcher’s Landing
Philharmonic Orchestra which played for
the dessert social consisting of cake and
ice cream. The Pete Kilpatrick Band
based in Portland performed up until
fireworks time. The band featured some
of our former residents, Tyler & Emma
Stanley and Josh Duym. And then
Central Maine Pyrotechnics shot off the
fireworks—and what a show it was!
Everyone remarked that it was one of the
best displays they’d ever attended, with
more than 2,000 shells shot off behind
the Lamoine Consolidated School.
The 150! Planning Committee,
besides the Donaldsons and Cooper
consisted of Carol Duffy, Miranda
Engstrom, Angela Johnson, Jane
McMullen, Diane Sanderson, Marion
McFarland. Neila McIntyre helped early
on and numerous volunteers assisted with
traffic and the dessert party at the school,
the parade, and other events.

Special Town Meeting set for October 7, 2021
(Lamoine) - Voters in Lamoine are being
asked to approve a plan to sell a permanent
easement to the company that owns and
leases the cell phone tower next to the
closed landfill.
American Tower has
offered the town more than $190,000 over
a 10-year period for the easement. With
interest, the town will receive payments of
$230,605.20 by the year 2031.
Currently the town leases the space
to American Tower where the tower
provides cellular service for Verizon
Wireless.
AT&T has just received
Planning Board approval to co-locate on
the tower, and raise its height by 20-feet.
The lease can be terminated with a year’s
notice. The sale price is equal to about 14
and a half more years of lease payments.
With no guarantee that the lease will
continue for that period, the Board of
Selectmen felt it was prudent to guarantee
a return of investment. The acre of land
that the facility sits on would have an
assessed value at best of $30,000.
Because the town meeting in 2009
approved a lease of the land, converting
that to a permanent easement requires a
town meeting vote. One of the terms of
the lease allowed the town first refusal for
use of the cell tower should the owner opt

to stop cellular service and cancel the
lease. The permanent easement does not
allow for retention of the tower, but the
town still has the right, with approval of
American Tower’s engineers, to place a
transmitting antenna on the tower should
the fire department opt to locate an
antenna there in the future.
The other items on the special town
meeting warrant involve purchasing a new
fire truck. Chief Skip Smith and the
department have proposed purchasing a
custom built pumper/tanker truck to
replace the current pumper Engine 401
which is now 27-years old. The new truck
would hold 2,500 gallons of water and
utilize a 1,500 gallon per minute (GPM)
pump.
The current truck holds just under
1,000 gallons of water with a 1,250 GPM
pump. The truck is the only standard
transmission truck in the fire department
fleet—the rest are automatic.
The Budget Committee endorsed
the purchase, expected to be in the
$385,000 range. If approved, the town
would finance up to $300,000 of the cost
over 5-years. The rest of the funding
would come from a small fire truck
reserve, surplus funds, a donation from the

fire department, and proceeds from the
sale of the 1994 truck.
Chief Smith says the new truck,
besides keeping the Lamoine fleet up to
date, will greatly increase the amount of
water initially available quickly on fire
calls. He said it’s expected to take at
least a year to construct the truck.
Provided town meeting approves
the plan, the next step would be to put
out a request for bids for a truck chassis
and the body construction to fire truck
manufacturing companies.
The
department has been working of a very
specific list of specifications for the new
truck to meet. The new truck would roll
first on all fire calls, while the current
rescue pumper will remain a front line
piece on numerous other types of calls.
The town is currently debt free.
That last fire truck purchased was in
2013 and cost approximately $232,000.
It is the current tanker truck which holds
1,800 gallons of water.
The town meeting will take place
on Thursday, October 7, 2021 at 7:00 PM
at the Lamoine Consolidated School
Gym.
A Selectboard meeting will
follow. Current COVID 19 protocols will
be followed.
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Town Population Increases 7.36%
(Lamoine) - Preliminary numbers released by the
US Census Bureau shows that Lamoine is now the
10th most populous town in Hancock County. Data
from figures released for Congressional and
Legislative redistricting purposes showed Lamoine
with 1,720 residents as of April 1, 2020. That’s
118 more than in 2010, or a 7.36% increase. The
increase percentage was among the higher jumps in
the county. Surry, Deer Isle, Ellsworth saw higher
rates among communities with more than 1,000
residents. The census in 2010 was 1,602.
What the new population figure means for
Lamoine is not a whole lot, though it moved ahead
of Dedham and Gouldsboro in terms of total
population. It does confirm that it is a little busier
in the town office. The census figures have been
very slow and confusing as far as the official
release. A recent newspaper article had Lamoine’s
figure incorrect (it used Trenton’s numbers).

Second Carrier to
Locate on Lamoine
Tower

Town
2020 Census*
Ellsworth
8399
Bucksport
4944
Blue Hill
2792
Hancock
2466
Bar Harbor
2260
Orland
2221
Deer Isle
2194
Mt. Desert
2146
Southwest Harbor
1756
Lamoine
1720
Gouldsboro
1703
Dedham
1648
Surry
1632
Trenton
1584
Franklin
1567
*from US Census Bureau 9-20-21

(Lamoine) - The town’s Planning Board
granted swift approval to a request from
AT&T Mobility to raise an existing cell
phone tower by 20-feet to add antennae,
and to place a small equipment building
on the site on town owned land. The colocation permission is mandated (and
encouraged) by federal law.
The tower is located to the
southeast of the town’s former landfill
and the land is currently leased to
American Tower by the town. A special
town meeting in October (see page 1)
would grant a permanent easement to the
leaseholder.
AT&T customers have long
suffered from poor service in Lamoine
and have expressed excitement that an
antenna will be added to the existing
tower. Verizon Wireless is the current
cell phone company offering service on
the tower that was built back in 2009.
Construction on the tower extension and
the small building should begin in midOctober.

Developers Look to Turn 7 Lots Into 11
(Lamoine) - A Florida based
developer has purchased
seven lots that sit between
Douglas Highway and the
Jordan
River
and
has
submitted
a
preliminary
design to the town’s Planning
Board to create an 11 lot
subdivision,
though
the
number of lots that will exist
from the purchase will turn
into 12. One of the lots has
been proposed to be sold to an
abutting property owner.
Maine
Woodland
Properties submitted a very A very much shrunken map of the subdivision proposed
preliminary design to the for Douglas Highway called “Jordan Shores” from the
Board in August and a formal
submission by Maine Woodland Properties
application for the September
2021 meeting. During the latter meeting Douglas Highway in a gravel area near
the Board determined that the application the MacQuinn gravel pit. Planning Board
was not complete.
Chair John Holt said the proposed
The properties all previously development area is the last access to the
belonged to children of the late Ralph Miro Jordan River left in Lamoine and would
who lived in the large brick building that is prefer to see more accessibility for the
now owned by Harold MacQuinn, Inc. public to the shore.
Marine work harvesters have traditionally
The Planning Board awaits
traversed the land to access the Jordan further mapping information from the
River to dig up bait worms.
The developer for its October 2021 meeting.
preliminary plan includes a parking area Once a plan is found complete, a public
and a foot path to accommodate a few hearing will be scheduled before any
harvesters who currently park across final action.

Planning Board
Considers Gravel
Permits
(Lamoine) - A pair of gravel pits operated
by Doug Gott & Sons based in Southwest
Harbor are up for permitting as their 3year permits expire. A public hearing is
scheduled for October 4, 2021 at 6:30 PM
at the Lamoine Town Hall prior to the
regular Planning Board Meeting. The pits
are the “Smith” pit (Map 3 Lot 2) and the
“B&H” pit (Map 3 Lot 6). Both are
located off Lamoine Beach Road and have
been active for decades.
No major changes are proposed for
the gravel extraction operations. The
Smith Pit application indicates an
expected life of 10 years, while the B&H
pit has an indefinite longevity indicated.
Copies of the applications are on file at the
Lamoine Town Office.

Osprey Triplets Take
Flight
(Lamoine) - The three osprey chicks that
hatched in the spring entertained quite a
wide audience for much of the summer,
as a web camera installed by Versant
Power provided round the clock video of
their growth.
The EarthCam link
documented more than 1-point-3 million
views as the hatchlings grew, their
parents fished and fed them, and
eventually they learned to fly and feed on
their own. It didn’t take them long,
either—leaving the nest by mid-August.
The ospreys will likely fly south
for the winter (the ultimate “snow-birds”)
and a nesting pair will return to the
platform nest next spring where they will
likely produce another batch of young
birds. According to the Cornell Lab,
ospreys live for between 15 and 20 years,
and are successful at catching fish in 1 of
4 dives!.

Building Activity
Picks Up in Late
Summer
(Lamoine) - After a somewhat sluggish
first half of the year, Code Enforcement
Officer Rebecca Albright reports that
building permit activity has picked up
significantly during the third quarter of the
calendar year.
Albright and/or the
Planning Board issued the following
permits between July and September:
#

Name

Project

26

Moldawer, Lyle

Pergola

27

Cummings, Ben

Dormer

28

Loft, Gary

Shed Addition

29

Crawford, Glenn Foundation Repair

30

Durrell, Stacey

Mobile Home

31

St. Clair, Tom

Shed Addition

32

Jordan, Bo

Shed

33

Phillips, Amy

Residence

34

Mitchell, C&J

Addition

35

AT&T Mobile

Cell Antenna

36

Ouellette, Chris

Deck

37

Towne, Terry

Shed

38

Sprague Property Residence

39

Manita, Rion

Tent Platform

40

Murphy, Curtis

Addition

In addition to the building permits,
Albright issued four permits for new septic
systems, a permit for a replacement
system, and five internal plumbing
permits.
Albright and many others have
noted that it has been difficult to find
contractors to work on building projects,
and that the price of materials has
increased markedly since the beginning of
the COVID-19 Pandemic in March 2020.
Those prices have started to ease recently.
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Budget Season Starts in November
A Couple of Budget Committee Members Needed

(Lamoine) - Lamoine’s Budget Committee
actually got an early start this year,
meeting to consider the fire chief’s request
to start the process of replacing a fire truck
(see page 1). Merle Bragdon was selected
to chair the committee again, and Tiffany
McMullen will be the vice-chair.
The committee will start reviewing
budgets on Monday, November 8th, and
meet four times in November and
December to complete work on the
municipal budget no later than December
20th.

The committee and Selectmen are
seeking two more people to serve on the
Budget Committee.
Member Robin
Veysey has said she would like to retire
from the panel, but has agreed to stay on
until someone steps forward to replace
her. An alternate member position is also
vacant.
Anyone interested in serving on
the panel which meets no more than a half
dozen times a year is encouraged to
contact the Lamoine Town Office. No
experience is necessary.

Real Estate Sales Boom, Prices Skyrocket
(Lamoine) - Lamoine, in fact much of Hancock County, has become a red hot real
estate market. There are stories about homes going on the market, and offers above
asking price being received in a matter of hours. Potential buyers have gotten into stiff
bidding competition for new homes or house lots. And the facts are backing the stories.
The town is able to track sales through the real estate transfer tax forms that are
filed for all property transactions filed at the Registry of Deeds. The table to the right
shows the “usable” sales between April 1st and mid-September of 2021. A usable sale
means that it’s an “arm’s length” deal instead of a transfer to family
members or placement into a trust, a bank foreclosure or other sale
Lot
that would throw the price off. Looking at the figures, the town had Map
29 usable sales during the period. In 2020 there were only 18 usable
transactions. The purchase price (listed in the third column) is
47-2
3
compared to the assessed value (in the fifth column) to come up with
6-8
4
the ratio. So far in 2021 sales are 154.15% higher than the assessed
value. In 2020, the number for the entire year was about 126%.
6-1
4
State law requires that the town’s assessment ratio be at least
8
10
70%. The sales figures put that ratio (assessed price compared to sale
10
15
price) at about 54%, which means not only is a revaluation necessary;
7
4
it’s the law.

Tax Rate Falls Slightly
(Lamoine) - Lamoine’s property tax rate fell a tenth of a mill for 2021
compared to 2020 to 11.5 mills. There were no huge celebrations,
especially for residential home owners, as the savings were nearly
eclipsed by the reduction in the town’s certified assessment ration
that reduced the value of a homestead exemption.
The town’s total budget (education, municipal and county)
rose by about $180,000.00 for the fiscal year that started July 1, 2021.
Revenues to offset property taxes rose about $143,000.00, leaving the
net increase for property taxes at just $37,000. The taxable valuation
in town rose by about $10,250,000 allowing for the slightly lower tax
rate.
The certified ratio (the total town valuation compared to the
state’s town valuation) dropped from 98% to 95%, meaning that a
homestead exemption resulted in a decrease of $11.07. When
calculated on a property tax value of $200,000, that would mean that
a property tax bill would be just $8.93 lower than the previous year.

Town Collects Record Excise Tax
(Lamoine) - For anyone who has been fortunate enough to purchase
or lease a brand new vehicle lately, the trip to the town office to
register it may have come with a bit of sticker shock. The excise tax
is based on the vehicle’s MSRP (the window sticker), and the rate
applied for a brand new vehicle (in this year’s case a 2021 or 2022) is
24-mills (2.4%). The rate drops down for six years and bottoms out
at 4-mills (0.4%). And vehicle prices have shown no sign of slowing
down, especially with a reported manufacturing shortage due to a
shortage of computer chips.
Excise tax is the second largest source of income for the town
(far behind property tax). For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2021,
Lamoine collected $472,931.08 in motor vehicle excise taxes. That’s
nearly $98,000 more than the $375,000 budgeted for the fiscal year,
and $64,405.96 more than the previous fiscal year. The quarter from
April to June was the highest excise tax collection quarter in the
town’s history by more than $10,000. Those three months are the
busiest for car registration at the town office, though the number of
registrations processed does not seem significantly higher than the
same quarter from previous years. The amount collected higher than
the budget will become part of the town’s undesignated fund balance
(surplus) and available to offset future property taxes.

4
5
5
3
16
5
8
4
1
3
7
14
14
8
4
16
4
4
18
8
9
16
14
4
1

Revaluation Bid
Awarded to RJD
Appraisal
(Lamoine) - Pittsfield based RJD
Appraisal submitted the lower of two bids
received to conduct a town wide property
revaluation. The Board of Selectmen, on
the recommendation of the Board of
Assessors, awarded the job to RJD in mid
September. The bid was $132,000. One
other appraisal firm based in Haverhill
Massachusetts submitted a $140,000 bid,
with $100/hour to defend the values.
If RJD sounds familiar, it should.
The town has used the company for
decades to provide property valuation
services, and they conducted the last full
valuation in 1993 and a factored
revaluation in 2005.
It’s expected the
town will formalize the contract sometime
in October, and work will begin sometime
in 2022. New property values for taxation
will not be in effect until at least April 1 of
2023.
Purchase
Price

Date

Assessed
Value Ratio
Average
Ratio 154.15%

$75,000.00

$28,000.00
$357,000.00
$82,000.00
$56,000.00
$210,000.00
12-A
$415,000.00
26
$199,000.00
14-A-20 $373,000.00
39-5 $120,000.00
27
$925,000.00
14-A-23 $385,000.00
12-1-2
$32,500.00
6-2
$150,000.00
29-5 $421,500.00
29
$112,000.00
6
$435,000.00
42
$560,500.00
25
$100,000.00
12-A-2 $107,500.00
46-C
$35,000.00
39
$892,500.00
46-3 $527,500.00
13-8 $370,000.00
6
$185,297.00
12-A-3 $130,000.00
27
$210,000.00
19
$385,000.00
9
$240,000.00
46-7 $618,000.00
6-A-4
$48,000.00

2-Apr-21 40,000.00 187.50%

9-Apr-21 22,800.00
12-Apr-21 227,600.00
6-Apr-21 46,300.00
20-Apr-21 65,500.00
27-Apr-21 130,600.00
3-May-21 207,900.00
5-May-21 155,300.00
17-May-21 215,400.00
20-May-21 65,700.00
28-May-21 481,500.00
11-Jun-21 193,900.00
9-Jun-21 38,300.00
4-Jun-21 149,700.00
11-Jun-21 257,600.00
16-Jun-21 53,000.00
21-Jun-21 280,000.00
17-Jun-21 430,100.00
12-Jul-21 102,900.00
6-Jul-21 77,900.00
29-Jul-21 40,900.00
30-Jul-21 514,900.00
30-Jul-21 275,300.00
3-Aug-21 199,300.00
6-Aug-21 119,900.00
16-Aug-21 88,000.00
15-Aug-21 140,200.00
20-Aug-21 242,700.00
27-Aug-21 132,900.00
1-Sep-21 334,400.00
14-Sep-21 39,800.00

122.81%
156.85%
177.11%
85.50%
160.80%
199.62%
128.14%
173.17%
182.65%
192.11%
198.56%
84.86%
100.20%
163.63%
211.32%
155.36%
130.32%
97.18%
138.00%
85.57%
173.33%
191.61%
185.65%
154.54%
147.73%
149.79%
158.63%
180.59%
184.81%
120.60%

Tax Liens Filed About Normal
(Lamoine) - The town filed liens on 58 property parcels as
the assessed owners failed to pay their 2020/21 property
taxes. The filing came on July 23, 2021. The previous year
saw 51 parcels placed into lien. The outstanding property
taxes due on the parcels was $59,006.15 compared the
2019/20 amount of $55,120.42.
The liens will automatically mature on January 23,
2023 by state statute. The 2018/19 liens that had a
maturation date in February 2021 were all paid in full,
meaning the town did not acquire any property through the
lien process. The Selectboard goes to great lengths to try to
avoid foreclosing on properties.
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Signs, Signs, Everywhere are Signs
(Lamoine) - We apologize to fans of the 70s song by the
Five Man Electric Band, but there was a lot of sign
activity news in town this quarter. There’s a new one, a
replacement, and the only electronic one went on the
fritz.
The new sign is the one below for Whitcomb
Woods. Resident sign maker Jonathan Mohr was hired
to manufacture the sign which sits at the entrance to the
large parcels of land donated to the town by sisters Judy
Whitcomb and Katherine Dudzinski a while back.
Frenchman Bay Conservancy which holds the
conservation
easement on the land
designed the sign to
mark the property. It
sits just west of the
Frenchman
Bay
Riders Snowmobile
Club building, which
underwent a major
renovation
this
summer. Lamoine Parks Commission member Bob
Ehlers expertly installed the sign and the post.
Mr. Mohr also designed and donated a new
Welcome to Lamoine sign (shown above) that sits on
the Jordan River Road. His crew installed it just
before the big Lamoine 150! Celebration weekend.
The picture shows a photo
of a waterfront area from many years ago in Lamoine and
replaces a sign that was painted by the late Patricia Haugh
and installed as part of an Eagle Scout project by Richard
McMullen. That sign looks so nice the Selectmen have
asked Mr. Mohr to price up a replacement for the welcome
sign on Douglas Highway, as the old signs have faded into
disrepair.
The electronic sign at the town hall has failed. The
control box inside the LED sign display failed during the
week of September 13th and has been shipped to Portsmouth
New Hampshire for repairs. No word on when it will be
shipped back. Town personnel were able to remove the
panel with some good instruction from the sign manufacturing company.
And the adage that no good deed goes unpunished, the town installed speed
limit signs on Walker Road at the request of a resident. The default speed is 45 MPH,
and shortly after installation, there were complaints from some residents that the speed
was too high. One person took black tape and tried to alter one of the signs to a
different speed. The tape was promptly removed.

Marlboro Beach
Preservation
Approved
(Lamoine) - Lamoine’s Parks Commission
and Conservation Commission have
worked together to come up with a plan to
restore vegetation to parts of Marlboro
Beach, and the Board of Selectmen has
given its approval to move forward with
the plan.
Conservation Commission Chair
Larissa Thomas explained that rising sea
levels threaten interior areas of the beach
that have become eroded due to vehicle
use over the past few decades. The plan
will retain the main east to west road way,
but block off the travel area closest to the
beach and the two north and south “lanes”
that have developed. The Parks and
Conservation Commission members plan
to install ropes and signage along with
boulders to discourage vehicular traffic
from using those areas. A similar effort
oh the north side of that east-west road
proved very successful over the past
couple of years since the town acquired the
beach from the Norris family. Vehicles
can still access the entire length of the
beach on the existing road for recreational
and marine harvesting purposes.

Funding Arrives for
COVID 19 Relief
(Lamoine) - The first half of an expected
$179,863.72
from
the
Federal
Government’s American Rescue Plan
Act has arrived in the town’s checking
account. This is part of the COVID-19
Relief package.
There are strict
restriction on uses for the funding,
including broadband expansion, public
water systems, public sewer systems, lost
revenues, and premium pay for essential
workers.
The Selectmen have discussed
various possible uses for the funding, and
Broadband expansion appears to be one
of the big issues. Several outlying areas
of town do not have land lines for high
speed internet coverage. The town has
been communicating with Spectrum/
Charter which has given an estimated
cost on running cable to those outlying
areas. The town would have to come up
with about $220,000 to match a grant
from the cable company, but the project
is drawn up on paper and ready to go
pending funding. That puts the town in a
favorable position for other potential
funding
sources,
including
the
ConnectME Authority and the Hancock
County Government. Consultant Brian
Lippold who has worked with the town
for several years on planning for
broadband expansion will submit the
ConnectME application in November.
The town has been in touch with a
consultant for Hancock County about
their participating in the project as well.
In addition to broadband, the fire
department has proposed funding for a
tank and pump to supply clean water to
the fire station in order to refill trucks
following calls and training. That project
is estimated at about $30,000. Decisions
on how to proceed with the funding are
expected this fall.

Bob o Links Cooperate with Talk & Walk
By Diane Nicholls
(Lamoine) A program on Habitat
Conservation
for
Grassland
Birds
sponsored by the Lamoine Conservation
Commission was held the morning of
Wednesday, August 11, during the
Lamoine 150 Summer Festival Week. The
11 acre field owned by Iron Slipper Farm
was the location for the event. Attendees,
15 in number, gathered on a foggy but
mild summer day to listen, learn, and
question presenter Laura Suomi-Lecker,
with the Somerset Soil and Water
Conservation District and project manager
of Ag Allies, on bobolinks and other
grassland birds that frequent the fields of
Lamoine. Much discussion centered

Taking Flight
A group of bird lovers from Lamoine and
beyond learn about the nesting areas of
grassland birds off Eagle Point Road
during early August

around conditions that allow for bird
nesting success through management and
conservation of land. Case in point,
nesting success was made apparent at our
location as a new generation of bobolinks
performed flyovers throughout the
presentation. They were either showing
off for us or thanking Susan Arthur,
owner of the field for not haying until
August, giving fledglings time to
strengthen their wings and take flight.
Grassland birds need 10 acres or
greater to successfully raise their young.
Because nests are built on the ground, the
eggs and/or fledglings are easy prey for
predators. But predators are minor threats
compared to the steel blades of a mower.
Unfortunately, today’s standard field
mowing practices, early June first cutting
and late July second cutting, result in lost
generations of birds. Fortunately the Ag
Allies Program works with interested
landowners and farmers throughout
Maine, providing grassland management
practices and incentive funding for
participants who modify their mowing
schedules. For additional information on
how you can participate contact Laura
Suomi-Lecker,
laura.lecker@me.nacdnet.net, manager of
the Ag Allies program.
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Fire Call Volume
Plummets for
Summer
(Lamoine) - At the rate that 911 calls
were coming in requesting fire
department response in Lamoine from
January through June, the department
was well on its way to its first ever 100call year. By the end of June there had
been 52 calls. Then July came, and
apparently people acted safer and the
weather was much better. For July there
were only two calls. August saw three
calls, and September has had 2 calls.
The most serious call was a water
rescue incident where Lamoine’s boat
deployed to Kilkenney Cove in the
Skillings River after a report of an
overturned canoe and three people in the
water on the 4th of July. Lt. Oliver Curry
and three crew members deployed the
boat and reached the scene in about 15minutes after launch from Lamoine State
Park, finding two very cold and wet
young men on the shore of a small island.
The crew assisted them into the boat and
ferried them to the mainland in Hancock
where an ambulance crew was waiting to
bring them to warmth and safety. The
Marine Patrol is investigating the
incident. The third canoeist was able to
swim to shore on the mainland.
The department also briefly
closed down Route 3 in Trenton in late
July during a head on collision as the
Trenton Fire Department dealt with the
scene.
In August, the department
assisted Emergency Medical Service
crews on a pair of calls, including one
that had resulted from the Sheriff’s
Department who had conducted a welfare
check and found a woman in distress in
her home. The Lamoine crew that
responded was later informed that they
had been exposed to COVID 19 during
the incident, but all three (who are
vaccinated) tested negative in follow up
testing. The department also responded
to a fire alarm due to a cooking error,
finding no fire resulted.
September saw an early morning
call for a report of a tree across Needles
Eye Road. It had been removed prior to
arrival.
The department responded
mutural aid to a reported structure fire in
Ellsworth and a house fire in Hancock
late in September. The Ellsworth fire
was extinguished with a sprinkler, but the
Hancock fire was a total loss.

Passing The Test
Lamoine’s Ladder truck 404 pumps about 1500 gallons a minute during the annual
required pump testing on Shore Road in Ellsworth. K&T Environmental Equipment
crews conducted the pump testing on September 8th, and the Ellsworth Fire Department
also tested their fire trucks at the same location, closing the road for several hours. All
four of Lamoine’s trucks passed their pump tests for another year.

Latona Spring Cleaned Out
(Lamoine) - A popular spring that
landowner Judy Whitcomb allows the
public to use to collect water is much
cleaner after she and the Lamoine
Volunteer Fire Department pumped out the
water and scrubbed the sides of the walls in
the collection cistern. Latona Spring has
existed for decades, and though the water is

not tested for potability, many residents
rely on its constant supply to collect water.
The fire department used the event as a
training exercise for its portable pumping
capabilities.
Whitcomb, who lives in
Alaska, made the trek with other family
members to check on the facility located
off Lamoine Beach Road.
The Whitcomb family has owned
Latona Spring for several decades, and
Judy Whitcomb retained that portion of the
property after donating a parcel to the
town. The canopy over Latona Spring was
destroyed during a storm last year, but was
rebuilt by neighbor Stacey Curtis.

Love It Lane is
Newest Street

Assistant Fire Chief Joe Reynolds (Left)
and owner Judy Whitcomb inspect the
bottom of the collection basin at Latona
Spring

(Lamoine) - The newest road name
added to the town’s street inventory has a
unique name: Love It Lane. Property
owner Jim Leavitt is building a second
home on property that he owns, and the
same entrance onto Partridge Cove Road
will serve both residences, necessitating
the street name. Mr. Leavitt submitted
the proposed name to the Board of
Selectmen which approved his choice.
The town had a street name sign made
and installed it at the intersection with
Route 204.

Maine Department of Transportation Responds to Stinky Spill

A two man crew from the Maine DOT facility in Hancock spreads lime on Pinkhams
Flats and Douglas Highway to absorb the odiferous smell of lobster bait.

(Lamoine) - A truck carrying lobster bait
spilled liquid when it pulled into the
intersection of Route 204 and 184 next to
the town office in September. The 83degree temperatures quickly created a
very rank odor that permeated the air
both outside and inside the town office.
A message to the Maine DOT supervisor
for the area drew a quick response from a
two man crew armed with bags of lime.
They spread out the dust on the roads to
absorb the “juice” and neutralize the
odor. Within minutes of the application
the situation was much more tolerable to
the olfactory senses. Some motorists
reported their vehicles were quite smelly
after passing over the liquid.
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Drivers Have a “Lead Foot” on Some Roads
(Lamoine) - Slow Down.
Too Fast.
While being good advice for driving, those
are also the displays that appear on the
town’s mobile speed monitoring sign when
the speed limit is exceeded. Go too fast
and the sign goes blank by design. And
when motorists pass the sign, their speed is
also electronically recorded. Some of the
results this summer have been downright
shocking.
For instance, on Lamoine Beach
Road by Lamoine State Park, the sign was
set up for several weeks where the speed
limit is 40 MPH. The average speed was
37 MPH, but 31% of the eastbound speed
recordings were in violation of the speed
limit. Some 75% of the westbound traffic
was in excess of the limit. The fastest
speed recorded was 99-miles per hour!
Pinkhams Flats was even worse.
The sign sat beside the large hay fields for

a couple of weeks, and nearly 95% percent
of the more than 20,000 vehicles recorded
going westerly (toward Route 184)
exceeded the 45 MPH speed limit. The
average speed was 1 MPH high, but every
day recorded drivers doing in excess of
70MPH, with the highest being 87MPH.
Interestingly, the sign was initially
set up by the Lamoine School entrance
starting in mid-May. Fewer than 1% of
the drivers exceeded the 35MPH speed
limit (though it’s 15MPH at the school
during certain hours).
In response to speed complaints
from Marlboro Beach Road residents, the
sign was set up in the 35MPH Zone. The
sign recorded that fewer than 3% were in
excess of the tolerated speed (a few miles
per hour above the posted limit).
The Maine DOT provided the sign
to the town about 3-years ago.

Selectboard Votes to
Allow Remote
Meetings

Clam License
Process May Get
Easier

(Lamoine) - When the State of Maine
declared the COVID 19 State of
Emergency over, the ability for town
boards to meet via computer instead of in
person expired as well, to some extent.
The Maine Municipal Association
provided a method to allow boards to offer
remote meeting capability if needed, and
the Selectboard has opted to do that. A
public hearing drew no comments at a
meeting in September and the Board
adopted the policy immediately after the
hearing closed.
Each individual board, if it wishes
to meet remotely, will have to adopt a
policy following a public hearing.
The policy requires that if a board
member opts to attend remotely, notice
must be given ahead of time, and members
of the public must be afforded the same
opportunity to attend remotely. The policy
will NOT apply to town meetings—those
must still be done in person.
The remote meeting option was
came as a result of the pandemic in 2020
and worked fairly well. In the town hall
meeting room, board members can hear
and see attendees on a large screen
television, and those attending remotely
get a feed from the meeting room over
Zoom Meetings. From time to time there
are glitches, but overall, it seems to be
working.

(Lamoine) - Those working the business
counter at the Lamoine Town Office can
whip out a car re-registration in about 3minutes. Property tax payments take about
2 minutes. A boat registration is pretty
quick too. The most complex operation
(beyond vital records requests) is a simple
recreational shellfish license. That can
take anywhere from 10 to 15 minutes.
Administrative
Assistant
Stu
Marckoon met with the Joint Municipal
Board that governs the process in the 7town
Frenchman
Bay
Regional
Shellfishing
organization.
After
discussion, the Board thought that a
combination application and license would
be a great improvement, and that reference
to the current rules and closures on line
would also be a big improvement and cut
down on the paperwork.
The new licensing process has not
yet received final approval. The Town of
Franklin recently took over as the
administrative municipality for the region
and hopes, if approved, the new process
will go into effect in 2022.

Terry Towne & Cathi Goebel scour the
shoreline at Lamoine State Park

Proposed Salmon
Farm Draws
Opinions
(Lamoine) - Lobstermen have urged the
town to seek intervenor status in the state
permitting process for a proposed salmon
farm in Frenchman Bay.
American
Aquafarms has proposed a pair of 60acre pens off the coast of Gouldsboro.
Signs proclaiming “Keep Frenchman Bay
Fish Factory Free” have popped up on
lawns across the town, but the none of
the town boards nor the Selectboard have
taken any position on the matter thus far.
No permits are needed from the Town of
Lamoine. Selectboard member Kathleen
Rybarz has been monitoring the situation
and says it’ll be quite a while before
there are any public proceedings on the
applications.

Buttermilk Road
Gets Resurfaced
(Lamoine) - Paving crews put a fresh
surface on the Western end of Buttermilk
Road in late July. B&B Paving was the
lowest of five bidders for the job, coming
in at $74.75 per ton. The estimated
tonnage for the project was 1,500, which
was pretty close to the actual tonnage of
1,513.
This completes relatively new
paving for the entire section of
Buttermilk Road which sees an immense
amount of traffic and is shared with the
City of Ellsworth. The work on the road,
though is not yet complete. Kelley &
Sons Excavation is working on some
ditching projects on a couple of road
sections and prior to the paving had
replaced a cross culvert that had heaved
and created a large pothole. They are
also building up the shoulders in the
newly paved section to eliminate the
severe drop-off between the pavement
and the shoulder. The work is ongoing
and should be completed this fall.
It’s expected the next roads to be
paved in 2022 will be Marlboro Beach,
Maxwell Avenue and Lorimer Road.
Buttermilk Road was bumped up the list
because of deterioration.

Volunteers Clean Up Shoreline
By Larissa Thomas
For the sixth year, Lamoine has
participated in a statewide coastal cleanup
as part of Maine Coastweek. This year, the
Lamoine Conservation Commission was
thrilled to be joined by the Parks
Commission, with each group organizing
crews that targeted approximately 3.5
miles of shoreline in different parts of
town. Lamoine State Park, Marlboro
Beach, and sections along the Skillings
River in the vicinity of Mosely Point and
Seal Point were covered by our intrepid
volunteers. Eleven Lamoiners committed
to keeping our coastline clean, beautiful,
and safe for marine life collected over 100
pounds of trash. Plastics and lost fishing
gear pose a threat to the marine ecosystem
where they can be ingested or present an
entanglement hazard for whales, turtles,
and other marine organisms. Our crews this
September collected around 40 yards of
rope and line, among other material, almost

all of which was plastic. It’s always
interesting to see what unusual items
have ended up along the shore. This year,
we were struck by the large amount of
errant footwear, most notably a Croc
festooned with fun decorations.
As
always,
the
Conservation
Commission salutes those dedicated
citizens who participated in the
September cleanup, as well as those who
pitch in at other times with cleanups and
other volunteerism that make Lamoine
such a wonderful place to live. The
information recorded on what was
collected during this year’s cleanup will
be shared with the Maine Department of
Marine Resources and the Ocean
Conservancy, whose website contains the
data tabulated on materials collected
during cleanups around the world:
https://oceanconservancy.org/trash-freeseas/international-coastal-cleanup/annual
-data-release/.
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Lamoine School First in County 100% Vaxxed
(Lamoine) - Maine’s Department of
Education released the staff COVID 19
vaccination rates for all public and private
schools across the state, and the Lamoine
Consolidated School was the only one in
Hancock County on the first listing to
report a 100% rate. Neighboring school
rates varied, with Hancock at 90%,
Trenton at 96%, but Ellsworth Elementary
at 60.8% and Ellsworth High School at just
46.5% (the lowest rate in the county).
MDI High School had an 88.3% rate
reported.
Lamoine’s School Committee
mandated at the start of school that

students and staff will wear masks when
inside the building to try to stem the
spread of the Coronavirus. The vote was 4
-1, with board member Elizabeth Stanley
saying her dissent was because she thought
there should be even tougher measures
taken for prevention. A group of parents
attending the meeting opposed the
mandated masking, pressing the school
committee to consider making masks
optional. Most schools across the state
have voted to require masks inside
buildings as the Delta variant of COVID
19 surged, especially among those who
remained unvaccinated.

We Did Save Time in a “Bottle”
(Lamoine) - There was more than a little
trepidation on your writer’s part as the
Lamoine 150! Committee set out to dig up
a time capsule sunk into the ground during

coins from 1995, letters from our
Congressional Delegation and Governor.
The town report had a drawing from
Lamoine 150! Committee member
Miranda Engstrom’s sister Cassandra who
was in kindergarten at the time.
A new time capsule is still
collecting items and discussion is ongoing
as to where to store the two metal
containers to be opened in 2045. No date
has been set to finish collecting artifacts or
to place the capsules.

Curtain at Grange Restored, Repaired
By Carol Korty
(Lamoine) - The historic curtain at the
Lamoine Grange stage is now refurbished.
The picture on the 100-year old muslin
curtain shows a landscape looking toward
Mt. Desert Island from Marlboro over
Raccoon Cove. It had a few tears and

Restorer MJ Davis carefully vacuums dirt
from the stage curtain at the grange.

(Lamoine) On July 7, the Lamoine
Grange members presented Linwood
Brann, an award many never achieve. He
received a framed certificate from the
Maine State Grange honoring him for his
75 years of service to the Grange.
Linwood joined the Lamoine Grange at
the age of 14. After serving time in the
military, he came back to Lamoine. Over
the years he and his late wife, Yvonne,
shared many happy memories of their
Grange times throughout the state.
Linwood received a decorated
cake from fellow members. Many family
members were there to congratulate him
on this special achievement.

moisture well.
Among the interesting items were a
telephone book (remember those?), the
first edition of The Lamoine Quarterly,

Selectboard Chair Gary
McFarland worked the
shovel to dig up a PVC
pipe that contained
artifacts buried during
Lamoine’s 125th birthday
in 1995. At right, Selectboard member Jo Cooper and historian Marion McFarland
(Gary’s mother) and Lamoine 150! Member Diane Sanderson look over the treasures
stored inside for all these years.
the town’s 125th birthday in 1995. It
turned out to be unfounded, as the
directions were spot on, and the PVC pipe
showed up on the first dig into the ground
to the north of the Veterans’ Memorial at
the town hall. And the pipe, which was
only sealed with shipping tape, was
relatively dry, though the materials stored
inside were a bit damp. The papers
smelled a little musty, anything with
staples had rust stains on them, and printed
photographs did not handle the time and

Brann honored by
Grange

decades of dust since its last repainting in
the 1950’s. The Grange hired Curtains
Without Borders which has extensive
experience repair curtains in Northern
New England
Project Director Chris
Hadsel and licensed restorer MJ Davis
arrived in August and carefully vaccumed
the fabric, dry erased smudges, repaired
rips and touched up the paint. They also
put a pad on the ruller, replaced the ropes
and pulley and remounted the curtain.
Lamoine residents Chuck Weber and Steve
Gabel-Richards assisted with taking down
the large curtain and laying it out on large
tables.
Funding for the project came from
Fred & Anne Stocking, the Maine
Humanities Council and the Maine
Bicentennial Commission. The Grange
meets the 1st Wednesday of each month at
7:00 PM.

Lamoine Author
Pens Mystery Series
(Lamoine) - Mystery author Moe Claire
has released the 2nd installation in her
Pyke Island Mystery Series called Granite
and Bones. Claire, who is a resident of
Lorimer Road says it’s set on the fictional
Pyke Island and takes place during the 4th
of July celebration with the discovery of
skeletal remains in a cave at a park.
Claire writes that she became curious why
there weren’t more mysteries set in
Downeast Maine, a place she has hiked
avidly and imagined as a setting for
“mayhem and murder” while looking out
to sea from her home.
The book follows up A Fickle
Tide and both novels are available from
the Ellsworth Public Library, a bookstore
in Bar Harbor and on Amazon.com.
Claire is retired from a computer
science career, an amateur geologist and
vegetable gardener.

A Cup of Appreciation
The faculty of the Lamoine Consolidated
School received lovely flowers and
Lamoine 150! Mugs as a show of
appreciation upon their return to the
classroom
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October 2021-Lamoine Schedule
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Lamoine Community Arts presents “Getting to Know You, A Speed Dating Adventure at the Senior
Living Center” written by Lamoine author Merle Bragdon. Performances are October 29 & 30,
November 5, 6 & 7 at 7PM (Sunday performance at 1PM). Reservations required.
3
4-Absentee Ballots 5
6-8AM Board of
7-7PM—Special
Available
Assessors
Town Meeting,
6:30PM Planning
Selectboard
Brd
10
11-Town Hall
12
13-7PM
14
Closed (Federal
Conservation
Holiday)
Cmsn.

1

2

8

9

15

16

17

18

19

20

21-7PM
Selectboard

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29-7PM LCA Play

30-Town Hall Open
7PM LCA Play

31

Lamoine Community Arts reservation info—www.lamoinearts.org or on Facebook.

November 2021—Lamoine Schedule
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1-7PM Planning
Board

2-8am-8pm
Election Day

3-8AM Board of
Assessors

4-7PM Selectboard 5-7PM LCA Play

6-7PM LCA Play

7-1PM LCA Play

8-6:30 PM Budget
Cmte.

9

10-7PM
Conservation
Cmsn.

11-Town Hall
Closed (Veterans’
Day)

12-Selectboard
signs expenditure
warrant

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24-Selectboard
signs expenditure
warrant

25-Town Hall
Closed—
Thanksgiving

26

27

28

29-6:30 PM Budget 30
Cmte

The Town Office will be closed at lunch the week of November 15th due to
vacation.
The winter hours for the Transfer Station begin November 5th.

December 2021-Lamoine Schedule
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

2-7PM Selectboard 3

4

5

6-7PM Planning
Board

8-7PM
Conservation
Cmsn.

9

10

11

12

13-6:30 PM Budget 14
Cmte.

15

16-7PM
Selectboard

17

18

19

20-6:30 PM Budget 21
Cmte*.

22

23

24-Town Hall
Closed, Xfr Stn
Open 12-5

25-Xfr Stn. Closed

26

27-Xfr Stn. Open 8 28
-5.

29

30

31-Town Hall
Closed, Xfr Stn
Open 12-5

Inside this issue:
Lamoine 150!
Town Meeting Date
Subdivision Planned
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And Much, Much More
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*if needed,
Please note the holiday hours for the transfer station and
town hall.

